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Kunsthalle Zürich presents the first comprehensive institutional solo show by Jana Euler 
(born in Friedberg, Germany in 1982, lives and works in Brussels). The exhibition is entitled 
«Where the energy comes from» and comprises all new works created for this show. The 
exhibition and the accompanying catalogue are organised in collaboration with the Bonner 
Kunstverein, where the presentation will be on show from December 6, 2014 to February 22, 
2015. 
Jana Euler’s work encompasses a variety of artistic media, aesthetic decisions and 
discursive practices. Her paintings, sculptures and texts explore the possibilities of digital 
and analogue images and respond to our contemporary conditions of experience with 
optical, cognitive and sensual models and vehicles of reflection.  
The real material and hyperreal states of objects and subjects carry equal weight in Euler’s 
works. Through their dynamic interplay in her works, figurative, abstract and surreal forms 
of representation shift our perception and the definition of reality and image. The figures in 
the artist’s paintings are simultaneously physis and bearers of wide-ranging social and 
cultural-historical relationships. 
 

«Where the energy comes from» interweaves and activates the themes of corporeality, sensory and 
cognitive perceptions, the physical and communicative exchange of energy, and expressiveness 
and reflexivity to form an arc of tension extending across four spaces: the artist presented as a 
nude running up a staircase (a reference to Marcel Duchamp but also the reinvigoration of the old 
theme of the gaze onto the female body and, in this instance, the artist herself disappearing), a 
blushing ape, the large portrait of body-language trainer and expert Samy Molcho and additional 
male portraits, electric socket models from different European countries which firmly resist 
international standardisation, the Swiss mountains in fluorescent colouration and a group of works 
entitled Fuck you Goethe, which challenge the educated middle-class world view using adolescent 
language that recalls the German cinema box office hit of 2013 Fack yu Göthe. 
Euler assigns different and changing artistic styles and formats to her themes and imaging – 
alternating between seriousness and downright silliness, this arises in the process between the 
painter and painting itself. 

As the starting point and method for a complex series of paintings, which circle around the 
interaction between painter and painting, subject and object, feeling and linguistic reflection and 
the resulting theme of tension, the exhibition, which is presented in the upper storey of Kunsthalle 
Zürich, receives visitors with the work Nude climbing up the stairs (2014). The female nude figure 
shown climbing the stairs is a self-portrait. The image, which plays both linguistically and formally 
with the historical reference to Duchamp’s Nu descendant un Escalier (1912), inverts and twists 
themes from art history, re-asserts them and presents them in a new way. The stairs, the female 
nude, the evocation of familiar works and motifs are superimposed with the tautological repetition 
of the action of stair-climbing as experienced in the moment by the visitor, the linguistic collapse of 
exhibiting and showing, artistic self-use and objectivizable imaging. As a structurally open 
relationship between content and context, painter and viewer, subject and object, and the themes 
of the images themselves, this tension develops further in the exhibition’s second and largest room, 
in which the paintings from the Fuck you Goethe series are shown. In these works the formal 
elements of the first image are linked with colour elements of the images developed for the 
following spaces, and a game involving figuration, abstraction and misleading titling unfolds. 
Academicism versus freedom, seriousness versus intensity, readability versus expression, feeling 
versus knowledgeable reading and title versus image are developed as tension in this space – the 
visitors experience these images in a tense sitting pose on a bench that prevents them from sitting 
in a relaxed way. Language evokes through experience. The presence or evocation of linguistic 
presence culminates in the painting Analysemonster (2013). The painting uses elements borrowed 



 
 

 

from the body chart familiar from alternative medicine, on which each part of the body is presented 
in direct proportion to its therapeutic significance. Analysemonster follows a logic of perfect 
readability of every human body irrespective of its type – and the surrealism of this claim of 
representation. This excessive demand in terms of representation and the limits of the symbolical is 
continued in the works Talking about love in 3 different languages and Talking about love in 4 
different languages (2014). Irrespective of how many languages an image uses or how complex they 
are, in the end, is it always only a feeling that speaks? 

In the exhibition’s third space, the artist shows three paintings featuring schematically figurative 
highly oversized airbrush depictions of electric sockets from Germany, Belgium and Switzerland. All 
three sockets have the function of distributing energy and clearly demonstrate disqualification of 
international regulation – an anachronistic form of non-standardised, non-canonised processes with 
consequences that most of us have already experienced – despite all the technical and political 
developments, no adaptor, no power: failure. Pared back to an outline, point and line, the socket 
images evoke anthropomorphic and gender-specific associations. They prompt us to consider male 
and female characteristics but also the opening and closing of space precisely through this visual 
reduction to a few elements. These works bear the title of the exhibition, Where the energy comes 
from 1, 2, 3 (2014). However, in another activation of the tension between language, reality and 
processes of representation, the visual and linguistic representation of the energy flow turns to 
questions of spatial and social relationships (“I would like the verb ‘to socket’ to exist along with the 
possibility of a manifesto for vulnerability.” Jana Euler) – and head-over-heels to the modes of action 
of painting itself: An expressive Swiss landscape pushed to the extreme in terms of colouration 
allows both the power of the colours and the loaded history of the numerous utopian and esoteric 
groups that have retreated into the mountain world of Switzerland to come alive psycho-
geographically. In the painting Human size (2014), an oversized ape is presented deep in 
contemplation of a plant held in its hands. The painting reacts to this clichéd presentation of 
humanised animalism with a gesture of abstraction and shows both the hairy ape and the picture 
itself blushing – exactly there where it happens with us as humans too. 

In another act of linguistic and visual bridging, the exhibition’s final space presents three portraits 
of men. Tellingly, one of them shows the master of non-verbal body language Samy Molcho. Men 
painted with no eyes (projection), Men painted with one eye (the confident man) and Men painted 
with two eyes (Leif) (2014) differ in terms of the number of dimensions (imagined, in person in the 
studio, or as an image in a book) and the duration for which the model was present during the 
creation of the portrait – and thus mainly concern the relationship of the painter to the painting and 
the process of painting itself. As the visitors follow the route to the exit, they encounter it again, 
the self-portrait of the painter disappearing up the stairs with wit and energy. 

 
 
 
Press information: Friday, 29 August, 10 am 
We would be happy to provide additional information and digital visual material: 
Tel. +41 (0)44 272 15 15 or email presse@kunsthallezurich.ch 
 
 
MAKING OF – PAINTING 
THEORY & PROGRAMMES AT KUNSTHALLE ZÜRICH 
Our series of public programmes, that have so far dealt with the complex relationships between digital 
circuits and corporeal experience engaged by video art and object-installation continues with “Making of 
– Painting”. Departing from these debates the upcoming programmes seek to further these questions in 
the field of painting: What potentials for artistic production and aesthetical reflection does the classical 
brush stroke offer in a time marked by a peculiar clash of virtual realties and material conditions? The 
show of Jana Euler is the start of the program series “Making of – Painting” and continues with the 
subsequent exhibitions. 
 
LONG NIGHT OF MUSEUMS 
Saturday, 6 September, 7 pm – 2 am 
Special program on the Löwenbräu ramp and short tours through our exhibitions at 7 pm and 9.15 pm. 
Open workshop for kids, teens and families: 8 – 10 pm. 
 
REALITY CHECK – ENCOUNTERS AND TALKS 
«Analysemonster» 
Thursday, 11 September, 6.30 pm 
Taking its cue from Jana Euler’s new painting «Analysemonster», this conversation between an author of 
contemporary feminist literature and a traditional healer will inquire after the intersection of somatics 
and semantics. 



 
 

 

Q&A – ARTIST TALKS, QUESTIONS, ANSWERS 
Lecture by Jana Euler, followed by a conversation with Kerstin Stakemeier 
Friday, 26 September, 6 pm 
A&Q – ANSWERS, QUESTIONS, ARTIST TALKS 
Lecture by Kerstin Stakemeier, followed by a conversation Jana Euler 
Saturday, 25 October, 4 pm 
We want to discuss Jana Euler's exhibition and her works in a special twin pack: A lecture by the artist 
on experience and experiment in painting, will be followed by a conversation with art theorist Kerstin 
Stakemeier (Junior professor for Media Theory and Visual Cultures, Academy of Fine Arts, Munich); a 
lecture by Kerstin Stakemeier on digitality in painting, will be followed by a conversation with the artist – 
both to be expanded by the audience. Together we want to discuss how the subjects and signifiers of an 
image work in accordance to its physical economies of production, presentation, and social relationships 
today. 
 
«SPECULATIONS» – BETWEEN ART, RESEARCH, AND CAPITAL 
A one-day conference of the Executive Master in Art Market Studies of Zurich University and 
Gallery Karma International, Zurich, in collaboration with Kunsthalle Zürich 
Saturday, 4 October, 10 am – 5.30 pm 
The aim of this one-day conference is to scrutinize the term “speculation” and its manifold application in 
science, art and the market. The Latin root „specere“ (to see, to look) suggests a proximity to 
spectatorship – to a specific audience, reception, or consumption – as well as a vision into further fields. 
“Speculation” implies imagination. This also contains the abstract production of value in finance, and the 
hypothetical assumption of a thing or situation as a means of knowledge production. The recently widely 
read theories of Speculative Realism (a specific branch of materialist philosophy) applies the term to 
“speculate” about subject-object relationships provide contemporary art, among other things, with new 
tools to confront the ubiquitous power of market speculation. The conference seeks to connect these 
fields and establish a dialogue between their various thinkers and practitioners. List of participants 
shortly on www.kunsthallezurich.ch. 
 
WORKSHOPS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
90 MIN, ON REQUEST, with Flavio Merlo, merlo@kunsthallezurich.ch 
We explore Jana Euler’s paintings in a dialogue suited to the participants’ age and create our own artistic 
work. Workshops are free of charge for school classes from the Canton of Zurich. 
 
GUIDED TOURS 
SUNDAYS, 2 pm: 14.9., 12.10., 9.11. 
EVENINGS, Thursdays, 6.30 pm: 4.9., 2.10., 30.10. 
LUNCHTIME, Wednesdays, 12.30 pm: 17.9., 15.10., 5.11. 
We welcome special requests for group visits and guided tours, also in English.  
 
 
OPENING HOURS 
TUE/WED/FRI 11 AM – 6 PM, THUR 11 AM – 8 PM, SAT/SUN 10 AM – 5 PM, MO CLOSED 
 
 
Please consult the up-to-date information on our website: www.kunsthallezurich.ch. 
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